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Abstract
Despite an expensive proliferation and the importance of studies concerning developing country multinational
corporations (MNCs), multinational corporations from Malaysia (a developing economy) have received very little
academic attention. Most studies have focused on the emergence and international expansion of MNCs from East
Asian Newly Industrialised Countries (NICs) namely Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore and South Korea. In an
attempt to diminish the theoretical and empirical gap, this paper will examine and explain the growth and
development of Malaysian pioneer telecommunication multinational corporation – namely – TM Berhad and
determine their emergence first as a domestic giant supported by governmental instrumentality, and then as a
significant international market player in the telecommunications industry. Using case study research methodology,
empirical evidence is presented to justify the firm’s developmental and indeed its success in today’s frenetic
environment, where MNCs jockey for position in a global setting.
Keywords: Developing country, International expansion, Multinational Corporation, TM Berhad
1. Literature review – multinational from developing country
According to Dunning (1995) in his eclectic paradigm theory, the main difference between MNCs from developing
countries and those from developed countries lies in the nature of ownership-specific advantages of developing
country MNCs. Generally, scholars agree that ownership advantages of MNCs from developed countries are derived
from advanced proprietary technology, superior management skills or a large capital base. Ownership advantages of
MNCs from developing countries are argued to lie in their lower production costs and lower prices, which can only
be exploited in other developing countries with a similar or poorer economic status (see Wells, 1983a; Lall, 1983a).
A number of other authors like Cantwell and Tolentino (1990), Tolentino (1993), van Hoesel (1997) and Yeung
(1998), Kitchen and Ahmad (2007), have emphasised the capabilities of developing country MNCs to catch up with
their developed-country counterparts through the process of technology accumulation. Views on the nature of
ownership advantages of MNCs from developing countries differ, and there are two schools of thoughts on the
subject as follows.
1.1 Emergence of the MNCs – 1980s: the ‘first wave’
In describing his school of thought, Wells (1983b) claimed that there are two pertinent market features in developing
countries that force local firms to generate and adapt various innovations to achieve growth. These two features are
small market size and the easy availability of low cost labour. Wells put forward the idea that it would be in the best
interest of the local firm, as well as the local market, that these firms establish their initial advantages through
‘de-scaled manufacturing’ or smaller scale of production. This is a process whereby technologies from industrialised
countries are adapted to suit smaller markets by reducing scale, replacing machinery with manual labour, and
relying on local inputs (Ramamurti, 2004). In this way, the single most important ownership advantage of
developing country MNCs will be formed, by capitalising on cost advantages derived from the set-up. Sharing this
view were other noted scholars such as Aggarwal (1984) and Lecraw (1977, 1981) who believed that, to exploit
these cost advantages, developing country MNCs should concentrate on serving the price-sensitive mass market, not
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the niche markets dominated by marketing competition.
Lall (1983b and 1983c), in espousing the second school of thought in developing country MNCs, argued that
smaller scales of production in developing countries do not necessarily result in ‘de-scaling advantage’. Contrary to
Well’s propositions, Lall believed that localisation of technological change is the key to the development of
developing country MNCs (Lall, 1983a, 1983b). He further asserted that the wealth of resources, assets, and
knowledge of the local environment enabled developing country MNCs to develop sustainable proprietary assets
that could be effectively utilised in overseas operations. These resources, along with other innovations, differ greatly
from those possessed by MNCs from developed countries. Moreover, he emphasised that the lack of high-end
technologies among multinationals from developing countries allows them to derive their advantages from widely
diffused technologies, and from special knowledge of developing country markets. The technology in most
developing countries tends to be almost exclusively of the incremental rather than of the frontier-moving or
innovative type. This, while being a little crude, amounts to a significant advantage, and can be carried out on a
sustainable basis. This technological development is made possible through the localisation of technological change
at the micro level, and the irreversibility of such change. Lall (1983b) theorised that it is more effective to initiate
innovations that are more relevant and tailored to the environment and market conditions of developing countries.
Contrary to Well’s earlier propositions, Lall (1983a; 1983b) asserted that developing country MNCs ownership
advantages lie in the fact that they have indigenous knowledge of local market conditions, rather than in the ability
to descale manufacturing technologies to a smaller market per se. These inherent advantages, as Lall pointed out,
could be further developed and sustained through intensive research and development efforts and continued learning.
These and other related conclusions formed the impetus for the second wave of literature that focused on the
technological competencies of developing country multinationals.
1.2 Spread and Transformation MNCs – 1990s: the ‘second wave’
With globalisation and market liberalisation, the influential factors in international business, such as demand for
products, market power, and number of competitors to name a few, have changed dramatically. To the firms, the
nature of ownership advantages has changed, as well as geographical direction, segmentation of business, locational
advantages, and levels of motivation to move abroad (Dunning et al., 1997; van Hoesel 1999).
In terms of geographic spread, the second wave of outward FDI flows from developing countries has notably not
been restricted to other developing countries from the same region. Rather, the corporations have embarked on a
new set of challenges by entering even some of the most tenacious markets, such as those of the United States and
Europe. Moreover, developing country corporations have likewise embarked on a new sectoral scope, shifting away
from massively labour intensive industries to knowledge-based industries such as automobiles, electronics and
telecommunications. Thus, developing country MNCs have veered away from searching to satisfy basic utilitarian
needs: that is, needs for natural resources and markets. At their globalising stage, they have gone abroad, no longer
looking for basic resources; instead they have focused their efforts on more ambitious endeavours such as the search
for new (and even advanced ‘western’) markets, developed new strategic assets and obtained higher efficiencies and
economies of scale. All these are to be found in the ever-expansive literature of the so-called ‘second wave’.
The proponents of this second wave of developing country multinationals likewise sought to point a brighter and
more optimistic picture of the characteristics of these firms. Through the learning-by-doing and
learning-by-adapting technological accumulation processes, these firms were able to develop sustainable ownership
advantages that allow them to compete in the global market (Cantwell and Tolentino, 1990, Tolentino, 1993, van
Hoesel, 1999 and Dunning et al., 1997).
As we indicated at the start of the paper, however, the extant literature pertains to developed and developing
multinationals and little of this relates to a discussion of Malaysian-based nascent or current MNC’s. Thus, there is a
clear call for cases to be developed from Malaysian-based companies. Thus, the next section discussed the research
method and indicates the procedure adopted to explore the domestic and international expansion of a
Malaysian-based telecommunications corporation – namely TM Berhad.
2. Methodology
Given the evident gap or paucity of studies on the area of an internationalisation process by Malaysian-based
multinational corporations, this study employs a case study research method to examine a single firm’s learning and
internationalisation process. The research design requires an exploratory case study drawing upon multiple units of
analysis (Yin, 1994). The main data collection method was a series of in-depth interviews with 10 key senior
executives in TM International to develop the case study as relying on a single source of information would be
inappropriate. The semi-structured open-ended interviews were conducted. All executives (including following titles:
CEO, Senior Managers, Managers, Executives), interviewed has an in-depth knowledge of their firm’s international
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operation and investment. The 60-100 minute long interviews were digitally recorded, carefully listened to, and
transcribed verbatim by using a word processor. A second listening was performed to ensure correspondence
between the recorded and transcribed data. Complete case reports were sent back to interviewees to ensure validity
and authenticity of the collected data. In addition, some telephone and email interviews were used to collect further
information from the interviewees. In order to give a clearer description of a case study, multiple sources of
evidence, including both primary and secondary data, including internal unpublished documentation, internal
brochures, archival records, internet web sites, company annual reports, company newsletters, newspaper clippings,
magazines and other sources (published and unpublished materials) (Punch, 1998; Yin, 1994) were also collected in
order to construct the case and to increase validity.
3. Industry background
3.1The Leading Domestic Telecommunication Networks Operators
In the Malaysian telecommunications industry, the strongest and most influential domestic telecommunication firms
are fixed-line and mobile network operators. Equipment manufacturers play a relatively restricted role compared to
service providers. Japanese and European multinationals have dominated the domestic telecommunications
equipment industry (Alavi, 1999). The country’s telecommunication sector has undergone consolidation with the
original eight telco players subsequently being reduced to four companies, namely, Telekom Malaysia Berhad (TM),
Maxis Communications Berhad, DiGi.Com Berhad, and Time dotcom Berhad. The consolidation was made due to
the financial crisis that swept through Southeast Asia in 1996/97, when concerns over market saturation and
infrastructure duplication with large-scale debt and negative equity hit the industry (Salazar, 2004). Consolidation
was also made due to merger and acquisition of some firms to strengthen their position in the domestic market.
Among the four telcos, TM remains the most internationally active, with the furthest international reach. In the event
of empirical research, TM International, a subsidiary of TM Berhad has operations and financial interests in 11
countries namely Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, South Africa, Malawi, Guinea, Cambodia, Ghana, Thailand, and more
recently is India, Pakistan and Indonesia.
4. Domestic operations and international development of the tm group
4.1Operations Review: Domestic Operations
In domestic market, the key operating revenue of the group is derived from fixed line businesses and cellular
operations, followed by data services, Internet and multimedia. Contribution from the fixed-line segment was 45.6%
or RM7, 482.5 million (Annual Report, 2006). TM Retail which began operations in July 2004 (formerly known as
TM Telco) is a core business unit of TM. It has been given responsibility to manage and operate fixed line telephony
and data based products and services in the country. Revenue from fixed line services comprises business telephony
(Integrated Services Digital Networks (ISDN), payphone, interconnect, international inpayment) and residential
telephony.
Apart from building up its domestic expansion and being less reliant on the competitive local market, TM has spread
its wings and invested in several international projects. The group has taken further steps to raise overseas
investment to contribute to group earnings. The next section looks at the group’s international expansion in more
detail.
4.2 Operations Review: International Operations - TM International Sdn Bhd.
In line with TM’s vision of becoming a global communications player, TM International Sendirian Berhad (TMI)
was established on 12 June 1992, with a paid up capital of RM 903 million. As an international investment branch
for the group, the core business mission is to explore and manage the group’s overseas investment activities. With
the establishment of TMI, TM has some assurance of the effective management of its international investments, thus
maintaining high standards of operation and management in the interest of value creation for the group. TMI aims to
strategically expand the group’s operations internationally and to capitalise on opportunities in selective investments
within emerging markets, particularly in Asia and Africa. The company was considered as a national player carrying
out important international activities; their board and management structure were mostly of national composition.
As pointed out by his key executive during the interview:
“TMI take a cautious approach. We only get into countries whose legal framework we are familiar with. We went to
emerging markets looking for potential so that Telekom could grow with the host country”.
Its expansion has been restricted to countries with which the Malaysian government has good or at least neutral
relations (Padayachee and Valodia, 2002). TMI’s strategy is to target emerging high growth markets with low
penetration rates. Most of TM’s international investments were made in the mid-1990s. They were initially
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prudently restricted to markets nearer home. The relative proximity and in most cases a cultural affinity provides
some comfort. To date, TMI has investments in South Africa, Guinea and Malawi in the African continent. Nearer in
the region are Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, India, Cambodia, Indonesia and Thailand. When asked whether any new
technology was proposed for any of these countries, one of the key executives pointed out that:
“Most of our international ventures are to the less-developed economic countries where our telecommunications
technology is much better and advanced then theirs. Their people are not prepared to accept new technology yet”.
This evidence shows that the technology of TM consists of assimilating and adapting foreign technologies rather
pushing back the frontiers of knowledge. At the time of conducting the empirical research in the organisation, TM
Berhad had investment in 11 countries (see Table 1). However, several international investments have been
established in year 2005/06. Most of the projects initiated were in the region and in collaboration with the dominant
local partners, thereby establishing a strong regional presence. TMI’s presence in South Africa, Guinea, Malawi,
Bangladesh, Sri Lanka, Cambodia, India and Indonesia is primarily in the fixed-line and cellular business.
Table 1. TM International Investment Ventures (Subsidiaries and Associate Companies)
Company

Country /

Type of

Partners / Alliances /

Year

Investment /

Ownership (%)

Incorporated

Business

Status

Networks
Societe Des

Republic of

Joint Venture

Strategic partnership:

Under 10-year

Telecommunications

Guinea

(with local

40% - Government of

licence since

Government)

Guinea to form Sotelgui

1995-2005 (with an

(December

s.a(national

option for a 10 year

1995)

telecommunication

extension)

De Guinee (Sotelgui
s.a.).

operator);
60% - TM
Ghana

Ghana

Shareholder

Purchase of equity:

Ceased operation

Telecommunications

(Feb 1997)

(with local

70% - Government of

after 2001

Company Limited

Government

Ghana

(Ghana Telekom)

and local

30% - TM

partners)
Telkom SA Limited

South Africa

(TSA)
(May 1997)

Joint

Joint with US-based South

Awarded 5-year

Venture

Western Bell Corp (9%)

exclusive licence to

(with

via Thintana

provide domestic

foreign

Communications LLC to

and international

partners and

acquired TSA (total 15%);

telecommunication

Government

6% - TM

service for the

of South

whole of South

Africa)

Africa which
lapsed in 2002

Dialog Telekom

Sri Lanka

Shareholder

Limited (formerly
known as MTN

(February

Networks (Private)

1994)

Shareholding structure:

Licence awarded

87.8% - TM

for a period of 18

12.2% - public

years until 2013;
listed in year 2005

Limited (MTN)
TM International
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(a leading Bangladesh

nationwide GSM

(October

business group)

licence until 2011

1995)

70% - TM

renewable annually
thereafter

Samart Corporation
Public Company

Thailand

Limited (SAMART)

Joint

Stake (19.22% of TM) in

In February 2006,

Venture

Samart Corporation Public

TMI repositioned

Company Ltd.

its business

(June 1997)

partnership with
Samart by
acquiring a direct
24.42% stake in
Samart I-Mobile
Public Company
Telekom Malaysia

Cambodia

Shareholder

International
(Cambodia) Com.

(May 1998)

Partnership with Samart

Awarded a licence

Corp. Public Co. Ltd from

until year 2027

Thailand (100% - TM)

Ltd. (TMIC)
[formerly known as
Cambodia Samart
Communications Co.
Ltd. (CASACOM)]
continued
Company

Country / Year

Type of

Partners / Alliances /

Incorporated

Investment /

Ownership (%)

Status

Business
Networks
Telekom

Malawi

Networks Malawi
Limited (TNM)

Joint

40% - Malawi

To operate GSM

Venture

Telecommunications Ltd

cellular services

60% - TM

until 2014 (15

(January

years license

1995)

period)
PT Excelcomindo

Indonesia

Shareholder

Pratama
(Excelcomindo)

59.7% - TM, 16.8% Khazanah, 7.4% (AIF

(January 2005)

Indonesia Ltd), 16.0% (PT
Telekomindo Primabhakti),
0.1% (Employees & Public)

MobileOne

Singapore

Limited
(August 2005)

Joint

29.79% - SunShare.

Venture

Sunshare Investments Ltd is
a consortium in which TMI
holds 80%; Khazanah 20%
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Iran

Telecommunicatio

Joint

Agreement between TMI

To operate a GSM

Venture

and Technology Resources

900MHz service

ns Company of

(December

Industries – to transfer

for a 15 years

Esfahan (MTCE)

2005)

MTCE equity from TRI to

period

TMI (49%)

commencing 19
May 2001

Multinet Pakistan

Pakistan

(Pvt) Limited
(Multinet)

Joint

78% - TMI, 22% - local

Venture

investors

Joint venture

49% - TMI; 51% - Mcorp

(February
2005)

Spice

India

Communications
Private Limited

Global
(March 2006)

Source: Telekom Malaysia, 2006
The first international investment of TMI began in 1995, when the group expanded its operations internationally in
the Sri Lankan market. MTN Networks (Pvt) Limited (Note 1) (MTN), was set up to establish, operate and maintain
the GSM cellular services utilising the 900 MHz frequency band. It operates Dialog GSM, the country’s largest
mobile phone network. Dialog GSM is also a key player in ISP, Internet, and mobile satellite service provision.
The Government of Sri Lanka awarded the licensing agreement to the TMI for a period of 18 years until 2013. MTN
managed to emerge as the leading cellular company with a subscriber base reaching 1.539 million subscribers at the
31 March 2005 – accounting for approximately 60% share of the country’s mobile sector and 40% of total
telecommunications subscribers. TM listed MTN Networks on the Colombo Stock Exchange in the 28 July 2005
(Business Times, 7 July 2005).
The success of the early international venture motivated the group to pursue its international expansion activities
vigorously during 1995-1997. In December 1995, the group formed a strategic partnership with the Government of
Guinea (GOG) to form Societe Des Telecommunications De Guinee (Sotelgui S. A). Telekom Malaysia acquired
60% equity in Sotelgui S.A, amounting to a value of US$45 million, while GOG owns the remaining 40%. The
investment is focused on Government-to-Government collaboration. Sotelgui S. A is the national
telecommunications operator and is the market leader with a 60% share of the cellular market. It is also the sole
provider of wireline and wireless services in Republic of Guinea, with a customer base in excess of 143,000. The
year 2003 marked important infrastructural achievements, with GSM being deployed in 19 towns in the provinces.
However, in December 2005, TM Berhad has announced to draw its investment in Guinea in relation to group
strategy to more focus in ASEAN countries (Utusan Malaysia, 14 December 2005).
In the following year, TMI expanded its operation in Calcutta, India, holding a 37.7% share in Usha Marting
Telekom Limited. Having begun its operation in September 1995, the group was given a licence to install and
operate a GSM cellular network in the country under the brand name, COMMAND. The stake, however, was sold in
October 2000 for US$130 million, to Hutchinson. The main reason for Telekom’s withdrawal from India was the
restricted coverage given to it, which, as a result, would have capped its growth (Malaysian Business, 1 August
2004).
Another investment of TMI in the African continent is in Malawi. The group formed a joint-venture company with
the Government-owned Malawi Telecommunications Limited (MTL) in 1996 to form Telekom Networks Malawi
Limited (TNM). Telekom Malaysia holds 60% equity while MTL holds the remaining 40%. When it commenced
operations on 15 December 1995, the initial paid-up capital of the company was only MK65 million (RM3.9
million). At the end of the 2004 financial year it stood at MK350 million (RM23.5 million). The rationale for
investment of the group is in line with the Malaysian Government’s call to local companies to form strategic
alliances with foreign parties (Padayachee and Valodia, 2002). In addition, Malawi Posts and Telecommunications
Corporation (MPTC) were corporatised from the Telecommunications and Post Department of the Government of
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Malawi, and this has made available to TM, an opportunity to be the first foreign participant to enter into a joint
venture in the country.
In 1996, the group further expanded its ventures to Bangladesh. TMI and A.K Khan Group (a leading Bangladesh
Business Group) entered into a joint venture to formed TM International (Bangladesh) Limited (TMIB). The former
holds a 70% stake in this joint venture while the latter holds the remaining 30%.
The group’s international ventures to Thailand began in 1997 when the company acquired a 24.99% stake in
SAMART Corporation, a public listed company in Thailand. It also bought a 33.33% in Digital Phone Company
(DPC), a Samart subsidiary for US$135 million (RM337.5 million) with the commitment to buy new DPC shares at
US$45 million (RM112.5 million) to bring the total stake to 40%. TMI’s principal partner in Samart is the Vilailuck
family, one of the country’s successful entrepreneurs, with a 48.73% shareholding in the company. The partnership
is the first step in creating a regional telecommunications infrastructure to rival all others in the global market (The
Edge, 16 June, 1997). In year 2000, there was a significant change in the shareholding structure in DPC as Samart
Corp sold a large number of its shares to the Shin Corporation. The founder of Shin Corporation is Thailand’s
present Prime Minister, Thaksin Shinawatra. Similar to India, the group’s investment in Thailand with DPC was
disposed of in year 2001 for US$245 million, resulting in an exceptional gain of RM827.8 million for the group.
This was due to the nature of the competitive markets and restricted coverage given, which limited opportunities to
expand in that country.
The major and most profitable international project made by the group was in South Africa. The investment took
place in 1997. TMI invested in Telkom South Africa (TSA) through its consortium with South Western Bell
Corporation (Note 2) (SBC Communications Inc.) of the United States through Thintana Communication LLC. The
purchase of a 30% stake in Telekom SA Ltd by TM is reported to be closely linked to the Malaysian utility’s policy
of investing in developing countries to overcome competitive pressures in its own domestic telecommunications
industry. It is the largest investment in Africa by a Malaysian company (Business Report, 27 March 1997). The Vice
President of Customer Network Operations TM, put succinctly:
“We believe that Telekom Malaysia can contribute in a substantial way to South Africa’s economic development and
upliftment of disadvantaged groups” (Quoted in Telekom Malaysia Press Release, 10 December 1996).
Similarly, the President of Johannesburg based Southwestern Bell International Development Africa (Pty) Ltd
commented:
“SBC and Telekom Malaysia share not only a reputation for management and technical expertise, but a well-known
commitment to employee training and high-quality technology for their local partners” (Quoted in Telekom
Malaysia Press Release, 10 December 1996).
TM’s investment in South Africa may be part of a strategy to further penetrate the African continent. Reports
indicate that Telkom SA Ltd and TM are seeking to expand in Africa, where telecommunications privatisations are
under way in Uganda, Senegal, Cote d’Ivoire, Ghana, and the Democratic Republic of Congo (Business Day, 17
September 1997). As strategic equity partners, the two companies jointly hold a 30% stake in TSA. TSA was given a
licence granting the company an exclusive right to provide public switched telecommunication services (PSTS) for a
period of 5 years commencing in May 1997, to the end of financial year on 31 March 2002. TSA also owns 50% of
Vodacom Group Proprietary Ltd (‘Vodacom’), the leading cellular operator in South Africa, with approximately 9.7
million wireless subscribers. In return for the period of exclusivity, TSA is required to meet stringent rollout and
service obligations to improve teledensity and accessibility in South Africa. On 18 June 2004, the company reported
an exceptional gain of RM 640 million from the partial sale of its stake in Telkom SA South Africa. Thintana
disposed of a 14.9% stake in Telkom SA comprising 82.99 million shares for 6.06 billion rand (RM3.54 million).
With the stake sale, Thintana’s interest in Telkom SA has been reduced from 30% to 15.1% (The Star, 22 Jun 2004).
Thintana is 60% owned by SBC and 40% by TM. Therefore, Telekom’s effective stake in Telkom SA Ltd was
reduced from 12% to 6%. Telekom’s portion of the sale was 33.19 million shares, amounting to 2.42 billion rand
(The Sun, 21 Jun 2004). On 15 November 2004, TMI sold its remaining 6% to South African Black Empowerment
Consortium. The disposal resulted in an exceptional gain of RM1, 515.2 million for the financial end 2004 which
contributed to the group profit. During the interview, one of the key executives claimed:
“The investment in South Africa gave us a great return and shows that our intention to move abroad and place the
investment in those countries in the early days was the right decision”.
When TM first announced its intention to reduce its stake in the South African company, it raised some doubts, as
the latter was achieving excellent results. However, it is believed that the move signalled a strategy to move away
from a market reaching saturation point and reallocate investments to areas that promise higher growth potential.
The partial disposal is in line with Telekom’s move to consolidate its strategic investment overseas and focus on
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markets closer to Malaysia, especially in the Asia-Pacific region (The Sun, 21 Jun 2004). Moving to the Asia-Pacific
region would be a positive step for TM considering the good growth potential in those countries (Malaysian
Business, 1 August, 2004).
Apart from South Africa, Malaysian Telekom also bought a 30% stake in Ghana Telekom (GT) in 1997. TM was
part of G-Com; a consortium led by the Telekom group and the Government of Ghana (70%). The group acquired
30% equity in GT for US$38 million in February 1997 governed by a Stock Purchase and Sale Agreement. GT had
been a profitable telecommunications provider even before its privatisation. The company recorded a profit of
US$14 million in 1997 and US$3 million before the privatisation (Malaysian Business, 1 August 2004). In August
2000, TM signed an agreement to acquire an additional 15% for US$100 million. The investments in Ghana,
however, did not meet expectations, and in July 2001, only four and the half years after the start of operation, TM
lost management control in GT after the Government of Ghana ‘unilaterally terminated’ the employment contract of
the managing director and appointed an interim management committee to oversee day to day affairs. Telekom’s
management of GT became a contentious issue during the elections and the contract was not renewed when it
expired in February 2002. The new government under the New Patriotic Party led by John Kufuor had chosen
Norway’s Telenor to replace Telekom as the strategic investor to improve GT’s network. In late 2002, Telekom
withdrew its investment in Ghana, ‘as it can no longer protect its investment’ (Malaysian Business, 1 August 2004).
The disposal of the GT stake is Telekom’s third exit from its strategic investments overseas after India and Thailand
in 2001, due to the nature of the competitive markets in those countries.
As part of its plan to increase its revenue from overseas ventures and be less reliant on the domestic market, the
group announced its entry into Indonesia and re-entry to the Indian market at the end of 2004, thereby establishing a
strong regional presence. In 2004 TMI targeted new core investments in a bid to strengthen its presence closer to
home. In Indonesia, TMI reached an agreement with the Rajawali Group, the principal shareholders of PT
Excelcomindo Pratama (XL), to acquire Indonesia’s third largest mobile operator, which was duly completed on 11
January 2005. The transaction is structured as an initial acquisition of a 27.3% interest amounted US$314 million in
cash, together with transfer of majority management and board control to TM. The company intends to acquire
additional shares to achieve a majority shareholding in 2005. The Chairman of Telekom stressed that:
“we are excited to acquire a substantial equity interest in XL and hope we can increase our stake further. This is
clearly a major acquisition for us and is in line with our strategy to acquire mobile assets in low penetrated markets
closer to home” (The Sun, 9 December 2004).
In India, the group revisited the country with renewed vigour when it formed a joint venture with Singapore
Technologies Telemedia (STT) to buy shares equity in IDEA Cellular, the leading cellular operator in India to
operate cellular services with a subscriber base of over 4.5 million (Utusan Malaysia, 27 November, 2004). Both
parties have entered into a definitive agreement to acquire a 47.7% stake in IDEA Cellular for a total consideration
of approximately US$390 million (US$1 = RM3.80). The joint venture with STT would further improve TMI’s
ability to compete in the increasingly competitive global mobile telecoms market (Malaysian Business, 1 August
2004). Under the terms of the agreement, the consortium will acquire the entire stake from Cingular Wireless, and
simultaneously infuse additional capital into IDEA. The consortium is structured as 60% (ST Telemedia) and 40%
(TM International), and its three largest shareholders are Cingular Wireless, the Tata Industries and the Aditya Birla
Group. The proposed investment is consistent with the objectives of ST Telemedia and TM International: to become
significant wireless players in the Asian markets; and to participate in the growth opportunities in the Indian cellular
market. It was stressed in an interview that the venture is:
“a promising area of growth. As a wholly-owned subsidiary of Telekom Malaysia, we are optimistic about the role
that TM International can play in IDEA and the Indian cellular market”.
In moving forward, Telekom has also expanded its operation in Pakistan telco. TMI owns 78% stake in Multinet
Pakistan (Private) Limited, whereas 22% by local investors. Pakistan is being selected for TMI investment, as it able
to provide a window of opportunity into the Middle Eastern market.
From the interviews with key management of TM Berhad, seven primary factors have been identified motivates the
firm in their internationalisation: globalisation of industry and commerce, reducing of trading barriers, privatisation,
competition, regulation asymmetry, new telecom technologies and political needs. Potential new markets include
those in Indonesia, Myanmar, Cambodia and Vietnam in South East Asia and India, Pakistan, Afghanistan, Iran,
Bangladesh, Nepal and Sri Lanka in the South Asian region. The company’s core focus in the international market
will be on the provision of cellular and value-added services.
Having discussed the background of the group’s growth and development, the paper now continues by explaining
how Telekom’s domestic growth and international growth were achieved.
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5. Business strategies and ownership advantages
The following discusses the primary source of ownership advantages of the group. Although the growth of TM
group was built on various aspects of its ownership advantages, it is not based on physical capital alone. Knowledge
of the telecommunication industry and its status as a Government-linked Corporation (GLC) were also strategic
assets for expansion process.
5.1Industry Knowledge and Experience Advantages as a Pioneer Telco
As a national pioneer telco, its long-term monopoly and dominant market position in the telecommunication
industry has enabled the firm to continue expanding with no competition. TM’s initial monopolistic position gave it
plenty of time to accumulate industry knowledge and experience, and allow the control of the domestic market
especially in the fixed line business. There is no doubt that the organisation’s familiarity with the needs and
behaviour of the local market is a major ownership advantage for TM. Teece (1998) proposed that knowledge-based
ownership advantage is crucial to the firm. According to him, one of the ultimate sources of ownership advantage
that are not tradable is knowledge assets in its employees. Knowledge assets are hard to imitate because of the
complex and tacit nature of knowledge (Polanyi, 1966).
This human resource capability is one of the key advantages the group has compared to other telco operators in the
country, thanks to its serious investment to acquire technical knowledge and expertise in developing highly educated
workforce. Staff and skill development continues to be a priority in the firm’s expansion. This forward thinking and
ingenuity has helped the group expand its business operations both domestically and internationally. Although TMI
places strong emphasis on its human resource skills and knowledge, the firm has yet to reach the stage of having
strong and influential knowledge, especially knowledge concerning internationalisation. Relatively little attention
has been given to this area, the reason for this being that the firm’s international expansion is a new phenomenon
and only started in the mid-1990s. The pool of expert staff with internationalisation knowledge is still insufficient.
Despite this limitation, the firm was still able to grow rapidly in some international markets. This implies that the
group’s ownership advantage lay not so much in its marketing and management skills, but more in its capability in
cultivating and exploiting a broad range of contacts through government facilitation. Co-operation between
developing countries through South-South Co-operation is one of the intermediaries used by TMI to expand
internationally (Jomo, 2002). For instance, the TM presence in South Africa in 1997 is evidence of the use of
government contacts. The group’s investment in Telkom SA has dominated Malaysian involvement in the South
African economy (Padayachee and Valodia, 2002).
5.2 Overall Superior Network Quality, Customer Service and Premium Branding
The second factor that accounted for the domestic and international growth of TM is overall superior network
quality, customer service and premium branding. TM has sought to optimise its network capacity, quality and
performance in those areas where its target customers are located and where there is heavy subscriber usage such as
high population density areas and principal traffic routes. The company customer-focused culture is geared to
performance-based, time-critical and responsive customer care and service. This focus has contributed to TM’s
recognition as an industry leader in Malaysia with respect to service quality, customer care and overall customer
satisfaction. As evidence, in the annual survey by Superbrands Malaysia Magazine and Reader’s Digest in 2004, TM
received the Gold Award and was voted as one of the telecommunications industry Superbrands of the year (Annual
Report, 2004).
The TM brand has been recognised as one of the leading brands in Malaysia. Although its name recognition had yet
to reach a global level, it can claim that it has reached a certain quality standard in the region. In an effort to
strengthen its presence domestically and internationally, a new brand identity was launched on 14 April 2005. The
new brand is not a mere cosmetic change. It encompasses a real change in the way TM provides its services and
mission. It was built through consistently managed advertising, promotions and other image programmes built
around TM’s commitment to providing high quality and innovative communications services and on anticipating
and meeting customer needs. There were three main reasons behind the re-branding exercise (Annual Report, 2004).
First, to renew its image and refresh TM’s brand identity after 15 years of being a public listed company. Second, to
reinforce the change efforts that are taking place, and third, in order to compete against key players in the
telecommunication industry in the international arena, there is a need for a new brand identity that is international
and universal.
5.3 Technological Competence
Technology is often designed for the place where it originated, and once transferred to another location, adaptation
usually takes place to suit the local environment and maximise benefit from locally-sourced inputs (Dunning,1993).
The extent of adaptation undertaken by firms depends on the nature of the affiliates’ operations. In developing
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countries, capital and technology have always been the underlying driving forces behind the evolution of the
telecommunication sector (Hobday, 1990). According to Hobday, the telecommunication firms in developing
countries accumulate their technology competence on a sequence basis, learning from their suppliers prior to
operating the systems.
Telecommunications technology has always been the underlying driving force behind the growth of TM. The
infusion of technology has enabled TM to grow from strength to strength to become one of the leading adopters of
technology, especially in the industry of telecommunications. TM’s involvement is not limited to acquiring
technology for adoption but also developing technology through research and development, system integration as
well as promoting technology through its service. However, the research and development of the latest
telecommunications equipment is not a priority, and TM cannot yet be labelled as an innovator. This is because most
of the technological advancement and skills were acquired from foreign experts through both equity partnership and
contract-based ties. The technology capability of TM is on a par with that of other international telecommunication
players and is driven by customers’ needs and requirements. To maintain its competitive edge, TM continuously
invests in new technologies and work closely with its technology suppliers to improve its services. The group’s
strong financial standing allows it to purchase and acquire its technology equipment from established foreign
suppliers such as Ericsson, NEC, Philips and AT&T. TM engineers will work closely with the suppliers’ technical
teams to gain a working knowledge of the network.
In the international market, TMI used and applied the same technology as in the domestic market. Since most of the
TMI ventures are in less developed countries, the technology used was similar to that used at home and some was at
a lower technological level. This has assisted in the ease of the group’s expansion. An executive gave an example of
the level of technology in some countries. In Sri Lanka, TMI used a basic telecommunication technology, as the
country was not ready for advanced equipment. This enabled TMI to adapt its technological skills to the local
environment.
The ability of TM to bring this technology is one of the ownership advantages the group has over its local partners.
However, it is obvious that the technology available to the group is more suited to the local environment of
developing nations. Lecraw (1981) and Wells (1986), who pointed out that the technologies of developing country
MNCs most often were the result of an adaptation of an existing innovation or consisted of a renovated technology
that had been forgotten or discarded in developed economies, stressed a similar point.
5.4 Reputation of the firm as Government-linked Corporation
In the case of TM Berhad, the Government of Malaysia owned more than 60% share in the company (Lent, 1991).
Having the government as its major shareholder made the firm a rather unique and influential organisation not just
domestically but also internationally. The company has been seen to have an important strategic role in the economy
in terms of the provision of rural telephony, the building of capital intensive projects, such as the RM 1 billion
backbone for the Malaysia Super Coridor project, and its role as an investment arm of the government, ‘carrying the
flag’ in Asian and African countries (Salazar, 2004). Its strategic planning was synchronised with governmental
plans for economic growth and development. Although the government does not participate directly in the
day-to-day operation and management of the group in which it holds equity, it still oversees the operation of TM
through its representation on the board of directors. The board plays an active role in improving governance
practices to ensure that best interest of shareholders and other stakeholders are served by transparent disclosure
policies.
The reputation of the group as a GLC in the domestic business scene has attracted potential joint venture partners in
the international arena. TMI has received an offer to become a joint partner in its international expansion. This
reputation provided TMI with an opportunity to select its partners from a wide selection of the world’s top telecom
companies. Most of the joint ventures made by TMI are with other GLCs in other countries, and some with
non-GLCs. The status of the firm as a GLC also gives TM an image of stability, both financially and in terms of
management capability. As it possesses a strong stand-alone credit profile, it has rarely been necessary for the
government to provide financial assistance (Business Times, 7 Jun 1999).
An argument often received by the group from the public and industry is that development and expansion of TM’s
was entirely based on its vast connection with the government and the state agencies, due to the status of the group
as a GLC (Malaysian Business, 1 November 2001). Although this may be an exaggeration, it would be unrealistic to
deny the claim completely, given the highly politicised nature of the industry. The entire ownership and the
company’s strategic role in the economies development has given it strong support from the government. In a study
of the political economy of telecommunications in Malaysia and Singapore, Mesher and Zajac (1997) claimed that
the creation of (National Economic Policy) NEP to increased Malay ownership in the business sector inspired the
government to use its political power as a means to ensure that Malays dominated in the telecommunications sector.
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Consequence, since the end of NEP in 1990, the entry barrier to non-Malay participation has been minimal (ibid).
Having explained TM approach towards internationalisation, the next section discusses how the group exploits these
ownership advantages and expands its operations internationally.
6. Conclusion and implication of the case evidence
The purpose of this paper was to explore the emergence of a leading Malaysian telecommunication company and
nascent MNC – namely – TM Berhad. The case study of TM Berhad has presented some interesting insights on the
growth of this countries major telecommunications player, which has moved in a relatively short time from domestic
telecommunications firm into an international player and nascent MNC. Undoubtedly, its status as
government-linked corporation, had underpinned the group’s growth in the domestic market which was partly based
on business network connections with the Malaysian government; although the group via its interviewees wished to
claim its technological expertise was a major contributor. However, TM’s exploitation of these extensive
relationships is understandable; given the status of the company prior to privatisation was a government department
within the Ministry of Energy, Telecommunications and Posts.
The firm’s international expansion process does not seen to be based just on government connections, but also upon
its technological expertise, business networks with foreign partners, and knowledge and experience of
developing-country markets. Undoubtedly, the groups’ reputation as Malaysia national telecommunications firms
increased its credibility in the eyes of its foreign partners. TMI’s primary motives for overseas expansions were to
gain market presence by searching for new opportunities and establish regional coverage of operations. Regional
economies which typically have high populations but low phone penetration rates remain the main focus of its
international investments. The group believes most of its ventures are located in important growth regions in the
industry, which have the potential to become fast growing markets.
Some of the findings in this paper contradict prevailing misleading stereotypes in the developing-country MNCs
literature that corporations from developing countries are inherently weak, their advantages derived from
conventional cost savings and are labour intensive, often unable to compete internationally, and their
internationalisation follows an incremental process. The evidence from the TM case shows that the group’s
international expansion was facilitated through various types of ownership advantages such as knowledge and
experience in the telecommunication industry, technological competence, reputation of the firm as a
government-linked corporation, and business networks with foreign parties. The firm’s internationalisation process
reflected opportunistic moves rather than being incremental in process and stages. The case study thus offers
interesting insight into the birth, developmental process, and international expansion of a nascent multinational
corporation from a previously unconsidered developing economy.
7. Limitations and future research
The study is limited by several factors that should be addressed in future research. First, the number of case
company could have been larger. Second, the case selection could have been given extending to various other
sectors of economic activity such as hotels, textiles, banking, insurance, manufacturing, and supermarkets. Finally,
in order to provide a more general view of the international expansion of developing country MNCs, comparison
with other developing countries should be conducted. In sum, all these limitations lead to opportunities for future
research.
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Notes
Note 1. MTN Networks was incorporated in Sri Lanka pursuant to a joint venture agreement dated 27 August 1993,
entered into between TMI and a Sri Lankan company, Sunpower. In 1996, MTN Networks became a wholly owned
subsidiary of TMI.
Note 2. SBC is one of the leading diversified telecommunications companies and the second largest wireless
communications company based in the United States. SB provides innovative telecommunications products and
services under the Southwestern Bell and Cellular One brands. The company was rated by Fortune magazine as the
most admired telecommunications company in the US.
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